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ALGORITHMS AND DATA STRUCTURES
Lesson Ten 

Implementation of ADT "Searching tables" III.



10 HASHING TABLES

10.1 Tables with the straight  access.

Let us say there exists the set of keys K, used for the searching table and the set of adjacent addresses A, implementing the search table so, that cardinality of set K is less than cardinality of set A: card(K)<card(A).

If there can be found the mapping function H(K->A) so, that any key from the set K is mapped to unique address A, we say that there exists the straight implementation of the search table.

Let us declare the array Arr implementing the set of address A.  Each key from the set K gives the index to array Arr - with use of mapping function H. All items of array contain  the component called "busy", which indicates if the element is empty or not. This indicator is set to "not-busy" at the initialization.


Any search is implemented by the statement, where H(K) is function which maps the Key into appropriate index :

   Search:= Arr[H(K)].busy. 

which returns  "true" if the item with the key K is present in the table and it returns "false" if not.

Such kind of searching is called indexed-search, as there is the function which determines in the straight way the index to array from the given key. Access to searched item is done by the function.

Generally it is difficult to find the function, which has the necessary properties.

10.2  Hashing tables

Hashing tables works with a mechanism which combines the principles of index (straight) and  sequential way of searching  to "index-sequential". While in true straight search method one unique address exist for any unique key and one unique key exists for any unique address, in hashing tables the unique property is valid only in one direction, which means that one address exists  for any unique key, but it may happen that several different keys are mapped to the same address! The subset of keys, mapped by the given mapping function to the same address is called the subset of synonyms. The mapping function is called the "hashing" function. Synonyms make collisions (conflict) in getting the same address.

The principle of search in hashing tables is composed from the following two phases: In the first phase there is the "index" access to the starting point of the sequence of synonyms, in the second phase the "sequential" search in the sequence of synonyms is done.

Let there be the hashing array Arr contained from 10 items indexed from 0 to 9 and let the key K be any integer greater than 0. Let the hashing function be defined as H= (K mod 10). In such way the index (address) of key K=354 is (354 mod 10) = 4.  Thus key 354 is mapped into the index 4. Address 4 contains pointer which is a starting point of all synonyms (all keys with the same digit at the lowest position).

Let the hashing array consist of 10 pointers to lists.  Each list contains items with the synonymous keys (for instance keys 54, 3674, 694, 4, 124 are synonymous).
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The items of an array are set to nil at the initialization.


The table is implemented by the operations:

const
  max=10;
  max_minus_one=9;
type
  TPtr=^TItem;
  TKey_integer;
  TItem=record
    key:TKey;
    Data:TData;
    Next:TPtr
  end;
  TArr=array[0..max_minus_one] of TPtr;

TTable=TArr;

procedure TInit(var T:TTable);
(* procedure sets all items of hashing array to nil *)
var
  i:integer;
begin
  for i:=0 to max_minus_one do begin
    T[i]:=nil
  end;
end;

function Search(T:TTable;K:TKey):Boolean;
var
  index:integer;
  Ptr:TPtr;
  Found:Boolean;
begin
  index:=K mod max; (* index-phase)
  Found:=false;
  Ptr:=T[index];
  while (Ptr<>nil) and not Found do begin (* sequential search in the list of synonyms *)
    if Ptr^.Key=K
    then Found:=true  (* successful search *)
    else Ptr:=Ptr^.Next  (* moving ahead *)
  end;
  Search:= Found
end;

procedure TInsert(var T:TTable; K:TKey; El:TData);
var
  index:integer;
  Found:Boolean;
  Where:TPtr;
begin
  Search(T,K,Found,Where);
  (* This procedure is similar to the function TSearch, but it returns  in "where" the pointer of found item or nil if not found *)
  if Found
  then Where^.Data:=El (* rewriting the old data *)
  else begin
    new(Ptr);            (* filling the new item *)
    Ptr^.Data:=El;
    Ptr^.Key:=K;
    Ptr^.Next:=Arr[K mod max]; (* insert the new item as the first into the list of synonyms *)
    Arr[K mod max]:=Ptr;
  end; (* if *)
end;

procedure TDelete(var T:TTable;K:TKey);
(* If procedure Search finds the item, the item is deleted from the list of synonyms, otherwise no action takes place *)

begin
   (* create solution as the home assignment *)
end;

10.3 Hashing functions

To map the key to address needs typically two phases. In the first phase the key is transformed to positive integer. In the second phase the function modulo (mod) is used to transform any positive integer to the range of array used as the table.

The good hashing function should be sufficiently fast and should create low number of synonyms. There is not a general rule to find efficient hashing function. Looking for good hashing functions, the properties of the set of keys should be analyzed.

10.3.1 Hashing tables with implicit linking of synonyms

The previous method was based on dynamic allocation of items, which were linked explicitly by pointers. The following method uses "implicit linking" of synonyms, which are allocated in the hashing array, working as circular list.

Every item has indicator "occupied", which is set to false at the initialization. All synonyms are inserted into the list, which is linked implicitly. Implicit linking means that the address of the next item is determined as the function of the address of current item. As an example, the                    

                                     Addr(i+1)=Addr(i) + step  
where "step" is some positive integer, like 1.

In this method the space of hashing table (an array into which the index access is directed) is overlapped by the space in which the synonyms are allocated. That means, that the same place, to which the hashing function is directed may be occupied by the item which is not
synonymous with the given key.

Let the key K11 be hashed into index A, and  its synonym K12 is hashed into the same address. Let the key K51 and its synonym K52 be hashed into index B. The situation after insertion of the keys K1 and K1' is expressed in the following
figure:
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If the key K13 is to be inserted: the hashing function H(K13)=A. The conflict happens. The item K13 is synonymous to K11 and K12 . The index A is occupied. The next item in the list at the index A+1 is occupied by K12 too. If the next item is free, it means that this is the end of the list of synonyms.  This position is free for insertion of the key K13.  

Similar situation occurs with  insertion of  K61 . The hashing function gives index C. It is occupied. The insertion mechanism looks for the nearest free item, which indicates the end of synonyms (or associated items) and inserts the K61 into it. The situation is illustrated in the following figure:
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  The most important features of the above mentioned example are:

1. Hashing function may have the form: H = int(K) mod Max + 1; where int is the function transforming the key to positive integer.

2. Moving along the array, when reaching the index=max, the index 0 is to be set as the next. (Circular behaviour of the array ).

3. The delete operation is not possible. By setting the deleted item to "not occupied", the link of the list would be destroyed. The only possibility how to delete the item is to "blind it". Blinding the item means to set its key to the value, which will never be searched. By blinding, the capacity of the table is decreased by every "blind" item.


const
  max=100;
type
  TItem=record
    Key:TKey;
    Data:TData;
    Occup:Boolean;
  end;
  TArr=array[1..Max] of TItem;
  TTable=record
    Arr:TArr;
    Count:integer
  end;

procedure TInit(var T:TTable);
var
  i:integer;
begin
  for i:=1 to max do begin
    T.Arr[i].Occup:=false;
    T.Count:=0;
end;

procedure TSearch(T:TTable; K:TKey; var Found;Boolean; var Where:integer);
var
  index,step:integer;
  begin
  index:= int(K) mod Max + 1; (* index access *)
  step:=1;
  Found:=false;
  while not Found and not T.Arr[index].Occup do begin
    if T.Arr[index].Key<>K
    then begin
      index:=index + step;   (* increasing the index *)
      if index > Max then index:=index-Max; (* circularity of the array *)
    end else begin
      Found:=true;
    end; (* if *)
  end; (* while *)
    Where:=index  (* index of found or of free position
                     for following insertion *)
  end; (*procedure *)

procedure TInsert(var T:TTable; K:TKey; El:TData; var OverFlow:Boolean);
var
  Found:Boolean;
  Where:integer;
begin
  Overflow:=false;
  Search(T,K,Found,Where);
  if not Found
  then begin
    if T.Count<Max
    then begin  (* insertion of the new item *)
      T[Where].Key:=K;
      T[Where].Occup:=true
      T[Where].Data:=El;
      T.Count:=T.Count+1;
    end else begin
      Overflow:=true  (* table overflow; no action *)
  end else begin
    T[Where].Data:=El; (* rewriting of the data of found item *)
end;


10.3.2. Hashing table with two hashing functions

The step of implicit link to the next item may be defined by another hashing function. The value of the step may be any integer from the range 1..Max-1 (step=Max would give the same address at circular array as for example (1 + max) mod max + 1 = 1.)). The second hashing function determining the step may be:
  H2 = int(K) mod (Max-1) + 1

To prevent the visiting of the same item by the stepping process, the capacity of the table should be the prime number! (If the capacity is 10 and step is 2, the stepping process would visit only even indexes. If the capacity and step have the greatest common divisor not greater than 1, there will not be duplicated visits).

The above mentioned procedure TSearch may be modified for "two hashing tables" by changing the lines:

const
  max= (* suitable prime number *)
...
  step:= int(K) mod (max-1) + 1; (* determining the step by the "second
                                     hashing function" *)
...


10.4 Conclusion of searching

1) Sequential search in not ordered sequence is not efficient for a large number of items. The guarded search increases the speed of search.

2) Ordering the sequence according to the value of the key increases the efficiency of the unsuccessful search only. The keeping of ordering the array after the insert or delete operation take some time.

3. Binary search in the array decreases the time complexity (efficiency) to logarithmic value. Troubles with the keeping the array ordered are the same as in 2).

3. Binary tree allows very efficient insertion and deletion. The in-order pass creates ordered sequence. If the binary tree is weight-balanced, the access time is maximally logarithmic. To keep the tree balanced is not easy.

4. AVL trees are height-balanced binary search trees. The broken balance as the result of insertion or deletion can be re-established by limited rearrangements of the nodes in the near environment of the "Critical node". The height of the AVL tree (named according the Russian mathematicians Adelson-Velski and Landis) are maximally 1.7 times higher then relevant weight-balanced tress. AVL trees are not part of the syllabi of this course.

5. Hashing tables are based on index-sequential principle. H.T. with explicit  linkage of items allow the delete operation while H.T. with implicit linkage  of items in circular array doesn't allow delete operation. Delete might be implemented  by blinding the item - it means by rewriting the key by never searched k value. It decreases the effective capacity of the table.




